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 - interest should be created by the culture, not imposed on it by government.The Perma culture is a collaborative, growth
promoting culture for all creatures, especially Humans. It is a culture of honor, celebration, appreciation, gratitude and

reverence for life. This is the real spirit of Christmas. To promote this culture, we must give thanks to the people who live it
every day. There are three ways to give thanks: being grateful for gifts given and received; being grateful for work done; and
being grateful for the spirit which inspires us. "The Perma Culture is the basic framework for our culture. A perma culture

recognizes that the best things in life are, for the most part, given by life to us. Perma cultures recognize that happiness is a gift,
not a reward. Perma cultures celebrate and reward themselves for their own growth, and they expect no reward from life. As

people grow, they come to value their ability to serve life more than they value the things they can receive from life. The
elements of a Perma culture are: gratitude, reverence, self-reliance, self-acceptance, trust, celebration, celebration, and
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celebration. The goal of a Perma culture is to get perma as fast as possible, because that is the only perma we can control, and it
is the only perma worth having. Perma is our standard of quality, not someone else's. We perma our way into the abundance of
life." - Marc Gafni With each flicker of the candle, with each breath you take, and with each thought that comes to your mind,
you are contributing to the creation of Perma. Yet you are rarely aware that you are Perma-ing or that you can be Perma-ing.

Perma-ing is effortless. As you begin to notice your Perma-ing, you notice the natural world has begun to reawaken. It has
begun to illuminate itself and glow in a new way. So go forth and Perma-ing. We have been doing something new lately. We

have been noticing and reawakening our Perma-ing. It is so easy to be distracted. 82157476af
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